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The past two years of the pandemic and the limited travel activity have had devastating consequences for
the aviation industry. Last year, we saw early signs of improvement in the market, and now, fortunately,
a picture is emerging that air traffic is on its way back after the pandemic. However, an accident rarely
comes alone, and the war in Ukraine in early 2022 may contribute to continued uncertainty. However, we
remain optimistic! Now that the world is generally reopening to travel activity, we see a great desire to travel
- so large that more airports may have difficulty keeping up. It is also gratifying that we are experiencing
increasing demand from customers who want to invest in the green transition. We are prepared for this, as
during the pandemic, we accelerated development and electrification of our vehicles.
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Sustainability has always been part of Vestergaard’s DNA, and we have wanted better to integrate our
corporate strategy with our CSR strategy. The result is our new, ambitious 2025 strategy, “Growing green”,
where we aim for 75% of our products sold in 2025 to be electric. It is an ambitious goal, but with the growing
demand and interest in green transition within the industry, we are confident that we shall succeed. We
have needed to revitalize our strategy after the most severe crisis in the company’s history. With the new
strategy, we are back on track and cementing our position as the market leader in electrified deicing
equipment. We want to be the customers’ preferred supplier as we can help customers live up to the
wishes and requirements of green transition and achieve CO2 reductions.
The brighter and greener times also mean we can now gear up in our production. We are pleased that more
former employees are now returning to the company.
The green transition is also high on the agenda within the company. Therefore, by 2025, we have also set
an ambitious goal of reducing our internal CO2 emissions by 70%. With the installation of our solar cell
system in 2021, we are on our way. Since its start-up, the solar cell system has produced over 200,000
kWh and saved us almost 30,000 kg of CO2. In the coming years, we will take further initiatives to reduce
the environmental footprint in our production and administration. In addition, we have an awareness and a
desire to add sustainability to the entire value chain of our products.
To succeed in the industry’s sustainable development, we must all put the green transition at the top of our
common agenda. Based on our new strategy 2025, “Growing green”, and this CSR report, Vestergaard is
ready.
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KEY FIGURES*)

Vestergaard Company is a leading supplier of ground-handling equipment. The company,
located in Roskilde, Denmark, employs approx. 300 people and manufactures, supplies and
services equipment for the aviation industry worldwide.
Today, our product focus is on aircraft deicers, toilet and water-servicing units, and aircraft washer
units. Besides Denmark, Vestergaard Company has offices/production facilities in the USA,
Thailand, France, Germany and Finland.
The product line focuses on quality, functionality, and durability, and we give high priority to
new leading-edge technology to provide our customers with state-of-the-art equipment.
Being a family-owned company, considering the next generation is embedded in our DNA.
Therefore, we must have an environmentally friendly approach and be receptive and humble
when collaborating with our customers. We offer services and products of a lasting – and
preferably sustainable - quality.
Godtfred Vestergaard founded Vestergaard Company 60 years ago, and his values and principles
are still a core part of the culture and our company.
Business model
Our suppliers

Our business activities
Distance optimization with
radar technology

Our markets

Your flight

Electrical chassis for lav- and
water service equipment

Delivering high quality ground
support equipment

CSR KEY FIGURES

CSR foundation
Inbound logistics

Sustainable development
Ground Handlers

Community development

Design & engineering
Manufacture

Job creation

Assembly
Sales & Service

Value creation

Employee satisfaction

Airlines

Transport

Safe and ontime
departure

Airports

Development of employee skills
and competencies
Tax contribution

*)
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VESTERGAARD COMPANY’S APPROACH T0 CSR
WE SUPPORT THE UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The sustainable development goals are an integral part of our
approach to our CSR work, and we want to be part of the journey
that can ensure a more sustainable future. We believe that these
goals may be a catalyst for driving the development of new
sustainable products for the benefit of our industry and our
customers.
The mission of Vestergaard Company is: “Improving airside
operations around the world through safe, clean and innovative
equipment”. As a result of our mission, there are areas in which we
already work on sustainable development.Therefore, in this report, we
have selected the sustainable development goals that cover the areas where we already work on
sustainable initiatives. These are areas where we believe that we do and are exceptionally able to
make a difference.
We strive to support our customers’ ability to ensure a reduction in CO2 emissions and increase
safety with our innovative products. In this way, we may indirectly influence two selected sustainable
development goals. In addition, our local efforts can directly influence three sustainable development goals.
Sustainable Development Goal 7: ”Affordable and clean energy”. We want to be
part of the solution to the climate challenges in airports. Therefore, by 2030,
we will be able to offer all our equipment in a sustainable version so that our
customers can perform a CO2-neutral ground handling operation.

Sustainable Development Goal 8: ”Decent work and economic growth”. For
obvious reasons, safety is the absolute top priority in aviation. Promoting a safe
and secure working environment with all our customers is also our top priority.
Our objective is to guarantee that, after 2030, our equipment will not be involved
in an accidental incident or accident when operating, thus also contributing to
airport security.
.

We consider the employees and managers the most critical
resources of a company. Our local efforts relate directly to
Sustainable Development Goal 4: ”Quality education” and
Sustainable Development Goal 8: ”Decent work and economic growth”.

In addition, we focus on Sustainable Development Goal 12: ”Responsible
consumption and production”. As our production increases, our consumption
and emissions will naturally increase. We are therefore very conscious of
developing our production and consumption in the most sustainable way possible.
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CSR KEY AREAS
Vestergaard Company’s CSR policies are divided into six key areas around which this report is structured:

CSR

The responsibility for Vestergaard Company’s CSR policies and their implementation lies with the
management. Vestergaard Company has a CSR steering committee that prepares recommendations
for the management. The company’s CEO is the head of this group. The management is responsible for
a result-oriented implementation of the CSR policies.
These policies are based on the values of Vestergaard Company:

Customers

Human rights &
diversity

We develop,
manufacture and
service innovative
products for use at
airports

Improving airside operations
around the world
Through safe, clean and
innovative equipment
Working conditions
Local community

We give high priority to
our product
development and want
to be at the forefront

We protect the
environment as much
as possible and assist
our customers in their
green transition
We want to be the
customers' preferred
supplier of reliable,
efficient equipment

Business practice

We have leading
products that set
the standard for
the industry

We create a developing
and embracing work
environment where
everyone is part of the
progress

We offer
customers
the industry's
best service
both before
and after the
deal is made

We must be financially
robust to ensure
development also
when the industry is
experiencing
fluctuations

Environment

Vestergaard’s mission is the core of our business and our approach to sustainable responsibility.
We work within the six key areas that are linked by our slogan” WE CARE”.
We care about our customers and about helping them to a more sustainable future. We care about
contributing to sustainable development within our company and our local community. At the same
time, we want to play a significant role in the global, sustainable development that is the objective of
the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Our CSR policies apply to the entire Vestergaard Company and make up the general framework
for Vestergaard Company’s work with CSR. These policies are aimed at Vestergaard Company’s
employees and stakeholders as well as at business partners and subcontractors who are thus informed about Vestergaard Company’s CSR objectives and strategies.
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ROAD MAP

CSR

We have assessed and analyzed what is most important for customers today and in the future. How
and in which areas we may help support their objectives and visions. The result is our road map with
the overall objective:

”Engineering a safer and greener future in ground handling”.
The underlying basis is our existing CSR foundation and many years of product development, product
safety, and energy optimization improvements. We have chosen to aim for zero accidents in connection
with the use of our equipment, as well as a neutral CO2 footprint in ground handling operations.
For obvious reasons, safety is the absolute top priority in aviation. Our customers operate our equipment
in the proximity of planes and people working on the apron. Accidents involving equipment hitting or
driving into aircraft have significant consequences for all involved: For passengers who cannot depart,
for the airline which cannot use its aircraft, for the operator who may be injured, and for the insurance
company that has to pay for the repairs.
In addition, we experience accidents involving people working on the apron losing their lives each
year. Vestergaard would like to help put a stop to this. Therefore, we will step up our efforts within
safety and autonomous operation to guarantee that our equipment will not become involved in an
accidental incident or accident after 2030.

CSR foundation

The global climate challenges are undeniable. Airports worldwide develop climate strategies and set
specific objectives to make the airports sustainable and CO2-neutral within a number of years. This is
a huge task, and it calls for massive investments in sustainable energy, infrastructure, new
technology, and green equipment on the ground and in the air. Vestergaard wants to be part of the
solution to the climate challenges in airports. This is why, by 2030, we want to be able to deliver green
versions of all our equipment (electrical or in another sustainable form) so that our customers may
perform CO2-neutral ground handling operations. We are developing and investing in a range of
various electrical solutions for our equipment while, at the same time, striving to minimize the
operational energy consumption of the equipment.
The time frame for achieving our objective will be 2030. We believe that this time frame is realistic
but also ambitious. Choosing an exact year is rather difficult since part of the technology to be applied
does not yet exist. Moreover, substantial changes need to be made to airport infrastructure and regulation.
Nevertheless, we are determined to succeed.
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CSR TIMELINE

CSR

CSR work is far from new to Vestergaard Company. For many years, we have been working on initiatives to
reduce the environmental impact and increase the safety level of our vehicles. We introduced our first initiative
back in 1988, which – besides saving the environment from unnecessary fluid – also saved customers a lot of
money. At the same time, safety has been significantly improved by employing a wide range of initiatives.
From 1988 to 2022, we have implemented the following measures, and more are in the pipeline:
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•

Proportional mix: A reduction in glycol consumption by mixing water and glycol directly on the
vehicle.

•

Indirect heating: Gentle method for heating glycol

•

2nd generation hydrostat: New type of gear that leads to further energy efficiency

•

Ultra-sound sensors: Anti-collision protection at the front and rear of the vehicle

•

PPS: Radar-based system to help the operator keep the optimum distance to the aircraft surface
and, thus, reduce fluid heat loss

•

ITM (In-Truck Manufacturing) system capable of adding additives to the fluid directly in the vehicle,
thus reducing the transport of type-1 fluid

•

360-degree camera, improving safety and assisting the operator when the vehicle is operated from
the operator’s cabin

•

PPS 2: 2nd generation radar system for further anti-collision protection and optimized distance to
the aircraft surface

•

Turnable cabin: A system by which the operator’s cabin can be turned to position the operator
in the direction of travel when moving the vehicle over long distances

•

Radar sensors: Radar sensors replacing the antennas at the nozzle of the BETA deicer

•

Electric chassis, developed by Vestergaard, that can be used in several of our products

•

Glycol Recovery Vehicle (GRV): For an efficient collection of deicing fluid used. The collected fluid can be
safely and efficiently disposed of or, where the airport has the equipment to do so, be cleaned and reused

•

Hybrid electric BETA deicer, which can operate using a minimum of conventional fuel.

•

Towable electric unit for water and toilet service

•

e-Mini MY Lite: A new, fully electric version of our Mini MY Lite deicer

•

e-MY Lite -fully electric version of our known MY Lite deicer

•

e-BETA - fully electric version of our known BETA deicer

•

Sustainable heating - solution for sustainable heating of fluid

•

Semi-automation deicing - deicing controlled by radar and camera
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CASE: EASYJET LEAVES ITS MARK ON THE INDUSTRY WITH AMBITIOUS
CLIMATE GOALS
Fortunately, initiatives and strategies aimed at taking responsibility for reducing the climate footprint in the
aviation industry are becoming increasingly widespread.
At Vestergaard Company, we experience that an increasing number of our customers prioritize sustainable products
when making their purchases. The incentive to do so is in no way diminished by the fact that our customers - and
their sustainable agendas - within a short time horizon have zero emissions as part of their primary objectives.
An airline with big ambitions for sustainable operation is easyJet.
CO2 emissions from air travel contribute to climate change, and when - like easyJet - you fly with around
96 million passengers annually*), the company wants to take responsibility for reorganizing its operations
and minimizing the environmental impact of its flights.
easyJet is a low-cost company, but there is certainly no discount about the company’s approach to the
green transition. Johan Lundgren, CEO, says: “At easyJet, we want to lead the decarbonization of aviation and
ultimately achieve zero emissions across Europe.”
easyJet handles the reduction of its CO2 emissions in two ways - partly by working tirelessly to minimize CO2
emissions in existing operations and partly by striving towards using carbon-free solutions in the future.
At the COP26 summit in 2021, easyJet joined Race to Zero, the UN campaign to achieve zero CO2 emissions
by 2050.
To achieve its ambitious climate goals, easyJet has, among other things, launched the following initiatives:
•

In the short term, easyJet’s focus is on operating as efficiently as possible; to focus on an operation
where both noise and unnecessary use of fuel on the flights are minimized and where the aircraft are
filled with passengers.

•

Airbus NEO aircraft are continuously added to the easyJet fleet. These aircraft are 15% more fuel efficient
than the aircraft they replace and have a noise reduction of 50%. Taken together, these initiatives mean that
easyJet has reduced its CO2 emissions per year since 2000 - over a 20-year period - per passenger per
kilometer by over a third.

•

By the end of 2021, more than 36 million disposable plastic materials had been removed from the flights.

•

Investment in new crew uniforms made from recycled materials.

•

Finally, easyJet has decided to focus on collaborating with partners across the industry that develop
zero-emission technology in the future.

The airlines’ sustainable agendas also create increased focus on the green transition of their
subcontractors. An example is the recent order to Vestergaard Company from dnata in Zurich that is
investing heavily in green transition. To service easyJet, dnata has invested in five new e-BETA deicers that
reduce CO2 emissions from deicing by up to 87%. Furthermore, easyJet has had a project at Bristol Airport
with a green turnaround that reduces CO2 emissions by 97%, and where Vestergaard Company contributed
with an electric toilet service unit.
) Source: easyJet, 2019

*
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CASE: SUBSTANTIAL FOCUS ON THE ENVIRONMENT AT AERO MAG

MORE SAVINGS WITH CIRCULAR GLYCOL CONSUMPTION

Canadian Aero Mag has been a customer of Vestergaard Company for many years. Aero Mag
specializes in the planning and executing of deicing operations for customers at airports in North
America and the United Kingdom.

Vestergaard Company wants to promote a circular perspective on glycol consumption. We have
worked on several solutions to make this more attractive to our customers. One of the current
solutions is our Glycol Recovery Vehicle (GRV), which energy-efficiently collects the glycol after use.
Another solution is a system mounted on the unit for mixing certified deicing glycol.

With over half a million completed deicing operations, Aero Mag emphasizes sustainability with a
focused strategy called ”Recover/Recycle/Reuse”.
Used deicing fluid is recovered and transported to a recycling plant, where the fluid is refined back to
its original state, recertified as deicing fluid, and reused for new deicing jobs. The vision is to collect
and recycle fluid at all 17 airports where Aero Mag operates. So far, fluid is collected at five airports
and treated in one plant. The effort results in an annual environmental saving of 200 tonnes of CO2.
“It is our goal to minimize our environmental footprint as much as possible. Both because it makes sense
for all of us to pass on a better world to the next generation, and, very importantly, because it makes good
sense financially,” says Gabrielle Lepine, director and co-owner of Aero Mag. “The price of raw glycol
has almost tripled over the last year, so recycling is becoming an increasingly interesting process”.

Today, the use of glycol for deicing follows a linear flow in most cases. The raw glycol is chemically
produced, transported and heated. These processes emit large amounts of CO2. The glycol is then
used together with water for the deicing of aircraft. After use, the fluid used is discharged for wastewater treatment or directly to watercourses, where it is biologically degraded. The degrading process
is cost-intensive in terms of CO2, as the glycol is mainly degraded into CO2, which is emitted into the
atmosphere.
The following average figures for a deicing of a standard narrow-body aircraft are based on more than
80,000 deicing operations over four years at four different airports on two continents.

Aero Mag has long worked to become known as the most efficient deicing operator. The company
can now boast of being the most environmentally friendly operator.
In 2020, Aero Mag was the first deicing operator in the world to test Vestergaard’s e-BETA. After a
successful test, Aero Mag has now invested in e-BETAs for several stations.
Aero Mag2000 is Vestergaard Company’s largest single customer, and Vestergaard has supplied most
of the deicing fleet as well as a glycol recovery unit. The two companies have been partners for more
than 20 years.

Vestergaard Company would like to contribute to the process becoming more circular. In the circular
flow used in this example, 70% of the used glycol is collected and recycled. This saves both CO2 in
relation to the extraction of raw glycol and the disposal of the used glycol. The linear flow consumes
628 kg of CO2 per deicing operation, whereas the circular flow consumes 395 kg of CO2, i.e. a
reduction of 38%.

In addition to the environmental benefit, recycling also provides significant economic benefits. These
years, the gain has been boosted by the rising prices of glycol and disposal.
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND DIVERSITY

Objective

Vestergaard Company does not tolerate discrimination against employees based on gender, race,
sexual orientation, or religion. Child and forced labor and social dumping are not permitted, and work
is ongoing with customers, suppliers and subcontractors to ensure that the company’s code of
conduct is complied with. In recent years, we have expanded our production sites and supplier base to
include Asia, e.g. China and Thailand. In these countries, fundamental human and employee rights are
not as well incorporated as in Denmark. Therefore, our presence in these countries increases our risk.
We constantly monitor the conditions and the development of our suppliers in these countries to
ensure compliance with our Code of Conduct. In the future, subsidiaries, especially Vestergaard
Company Ltd in Thailand, will be more involved in the follow-up on this matter.

•

In all matters within our control, we undertake to support and respect the protection of
internationally declared human rights

•

We strive to exercise social responsibility beyond expectations towards our employees,
business partners, and other stakeholders

•

We undertake to continue being an active partner for the municipality in its work with vulnerable
groups in society

•

We strive to increase the share of female board members from 25% to 40% by the end of 2022

All company employees have the right to organize freely in trade unions, conduct collective bargaining,
and take strike action according to applicable law.
Diversity
Vestergaard Company hires employees based on skills and personality. We offer the same opportunities to
all employees regardless of gender, nationality, religion and political beliefs.
We have always been particularly engaged in supporting vulnerable groups in society. Through close
cooperation with the municipality, we offer flexible jobs, light-duty jobs, work test assessment, and
employment of for example asylum seekers.

Selected activities 2021/2022

ACTIVITIES
Work to identify a female board
member continues

RESULTS

REVIEW
The search for a female board
member was postponed due to
the pandemic

As a production company with many trained craftsmen, Vestergaard has a history as a male-dominated
workplace. This means that men have also dominated our internal recruitment base for leadership
positions. The internal recruitment process, which has hitherto been the primary method, will in the
future be supplemented with an external search process. In this way, we ensure the possibility that
there will be more women among the candidates for the jobs.
In our job advertisements, it has also become standard that we encourage all interested parties to
apply for the position - regardless of gender, age, cultural background or disability - to promote the
desired diversity and a more equal gender composition of the staff.
We know that we must make earlier efforts at primary and vocational school levels to achieve a more
equal gender composition among employees and the other management levels. An essential element
of our policy is to get more female trainees, where we now typically see young men becoming trainees. We
will do this by explicitly maintaining a dialogue with the educational institutions with whom we already
have a fruitful collaboration. In this way, we ensure access to potential employees in the company,
and in the long run, it will provide a more equal gender composition, in general, and at the other
management layers.
In 2021, we recruited the first woman to our board of managers, which increased the proportion of
women in other management levels to 10%. We are still working to improve the share of women on
our board of directors. It is on the board’s chairman’s agenda to recruit a female board member with
the necessary skills and experience. Thereby, we would increase the share of female board members
to 40% by the end of 2022.
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WORKING CONDITIONS
Vestergaard emphasizes creating good working conditions to give employees the best possible framework for
developing and producing. We take a holistic perspective on working conditions in which working environment,
safety, working climate, training and health are important factors.
Working environment
Vestergaard emphasizes the importance of creating a safe and healthy working environment
for all employees. Our focus is on improving the physical and mental working environment
through various local activities in the company. Our working environment organization
forms the cornerstone of the everyday working environment. We develop and support
the working environment through our well-functioning joint committees that work
across our company and in which elected employees and managers are represented.
Safety
Safety is a top priority at Vestergaard. We want our employees and the external companies who perform
different tasks on our premises to feel safe in their daily work at Vestergaard Company. Concurrently
with our development of electric vehicles, we have in 2021 had a strong focus on safety instructions
and handling related to electric operation. In the coming years, we will continuously develop safety
handling in relation to electric operation. We want to strengthen the prevention culture by focussing on
recording dangerous situations in addition to recording near accidents. We will also have more focus
on proactive actions such as safety rounds that can prevent accidents.
Job satisfaction
Job satisfaction is high on the agenda at Vestergaard. To continuously monitor and increase job satisfaction, we
perform satisfaction surveys several times a year. The purpose is to create an open dialogue that may lead
to concrete initiatives to promote job satisfaction. The job satisfaction survey shows a positive development
over the past year in which job satisfaction has been maintained and fewer employees are at risk of
suffering from stress. For the past three years, we have focused on well-being at Denmark’s Mental Health
Day with activities across the company to strengthen the community of colleagues.
Training
Vestergaard offers good opportunities for both personal and professional development. By providing
internal courses and training for apprentices, trainees and refugees, we ensure that more young
people and adults gain relevant vocational skills. We do this through for example our own internal
Vestergaard Academy. Basic proficiency in literacy and numeracy is an essential competence, which
is why we offer internal classes in Danish for employees suffering from dyslexia.
We have a long tradition of accepting trainees/apprentices in vocational training and offer high-quality
training courses. Every year, four trainees/apprentices complete their training at Vestergaard. We will
strengthen this effort in the coming years.
Health
At Vestergaard Company, we have health-promoting initiatives and fitness training offers for our employees.
Making use of and participating in the company initiatives and offers is voluntary. We offer all employees a health
check every other year to encourage a healthy lifestyle. In 2021, 60% of employees participated in a health
check.
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•

Integrere arbejdsmiljø som en naturlig del af dagligdagen i hele organisationen bl.a. via LEAN tavlerne

•

Styrke forebyggelseskulturen via proaktive handlinger og bedre data for at identificere
risikoområder

•

Sikre en høj trivsel i hele virksomheden samt udbrede viden om mental sundhed i organisationen

•

Styrke kollegafællesskabet efter pandemien

•

Sikre bedre strategisk kobling mellem sikkerhed, sundhed og trivsel

•

Styrke indsatsen med optagelse og uddannelse af høj kvalitet af elever/lærlinge

CC

Udvalgte aktiviteter 2020/2021

AKTIVITETER

RESULTATER

EVALUERING

Antallet af arbejdsmiljørepræsentanter (AMR) for
funktionærerne er udvidet til to

Antallet af funktionærer er øget.
Det har øget behovet for en ekstra
arbejdsmiljørepræsentant for
at sikre nærhedsprincippet i
arbejdsmiljøloven

Styrket arbejdsmiljøorganisationen og dermed
håndteringen af arbejdsmiljøopgaver på funktionærsiden. Bedre
mulighed for støtte og sparring
repræsentanterne imellem

Arbejdsmiljø på udvalgte LEAN
tavler i produktionen

Integration af arbejdsmiljø på
udvalgte LEAN tavler er opstartet på 4 stationer som ’pilotprojekt’

Projektet evalueres til sommer. Vi
forventer en endnu bedre integration
af arbejdsmiljø i dagligdagen, større
ejerskab for arbejdsmiljøopgaver

Deltagelse i Danmarks Mentale
Sundhedsdag 2020

Over 130 medarbejdere deltog i workshops for at sætte fokus på bl.a.mental
sundhed,personprofiler og forandringer
samt styrke relationer på tværs

Meget positive tilbagemeldinger fra deltagerne. Succes med
begivenhed 2. år i træk. Årligt
tilbagevendende begivenhed

Støtte til virksomhedens
sports- og kulturklubber

Trivsels- og sundhedsfremmende
aktiviteter på tværs. I 2020 ca. 20
events med støtte fra Vestergaard
Company. F.eks. deltog 28 ansatte
i kampagnen: ’Vi cykler til arbejde’,
19 deltog i cirkeltræning

Der er stor initiativrigdom hos
de enkelte klubber, der
arrangerer events. Der er i hele
virksomheden stor tilfredshed
med aftalen. Aktiviteter bidrager
til fysisk og mental sundhed

Efteruddannelse

Uddannelse for indenfor bl.a. El- og
batterihåndtering, hydraulik og
danskkursus. 7700 timer efteruddannelse for timelønnede svarende
til 1040 dage i 2020

Det har skabt et kompetenceløft
hos de pågældende medarbejdere.
Hele organisationen har fået
kendskab til fare og risici omkring
el-køretøjer.
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ARBEJDSFORHOLD
Vestergaard prioriterer at skabe gode arbejdsforhold, så medarbejderne har de bedste rammer til udvikling og produktion. Vi har et helhedsorienteret perspektiv på arbejdsforholdene, hvor arbejdsmiljø, sikkerhed, trivsel, uddannelse
og sundhed er vigtige faktorer.
Arbejdsmljø
Vestergaard lægger stor vægt på at skabe et sikkert og sundt arbejdsmiljø for alle medarbejdere.
Fokus er både at forbedre det fysiske og psykiske arbejdsmiljø via en række lokale aktiviteter i virksomheden. Vores arbejdsmiljøorganisation er hjørnestenen i det daglige arbejdsmiljø. Vi udvikler og
understøtter løbende arbejdsmiljøet gennem vores velfungerende samarbejdsorganer på tværs af
virksomheden, hvor tillidsvalgte medarbejdere og ledere er repræsenteret.
Sikkerhed
Sikkerhed er en topprioritet hos Vestergaard. Vi ønsker, at vores medarbejdere og de eksterne virksomheder, som udfører forskellige opgaver hos Vestergaard Company, skal føle sig sikre i deres
daglige arbejde hos os. I takt med vores udvikling af elektriske køretøjer har vi i 2021 haft stort fokus på sikkerhedsinstruktion og håndtering omkring el-drift. I de kommende år vil vi løbende udvikle
sikkerhedshåndtering relateret til el-drift. Vi vil styrke forebyggelseskulturen ved at have mere fokus
på registrering af farlige situationer som supplement til registrering af lige-ved ulykker. Vi vil desuden
have mere fokus på proaktive handlinger som sikkerhedsrunderinger, der kan forebygge ulykker
Trivsel
Trivslen er højt på dagsordenen hos Vestergaard. For kontinuerligt at tage temperaturen og udvikle
trivslen foretager vi trivselsmålinger flere gange årligt. Formålet er at skabe en åben dialog, som kan
føre til konkrete trivselsfremmende initiativer. Trivselsmålingen viser fortsat en positiv udvikling over
det seneste år, hvor trivslen er fastholdt, og hvor færre medarbejdere er i risiko for stress. De seneste
tre år har vi desuden sat spot på trivslen på Danmarks Mentale Sundhedsdag med aktiviteter på tværs
af virksomheden, for også at styrke kollegafællesskabet.
Uddannelse
I Vestergaard gives gode muligheder for både personlig og faglig udvikling. Ved at tilbyde interne
kurser samt uddannelsesforløb til blandt andre lærlinge, elever og flygtninge bidrager vi til, at flere
unge og voksne får relevante jobmæssige færdigheder. Det gør vi blandt andet via vores interne Vestergaard Academy. Basale læse- og regnefærdigheder er en essentiel kompetence, hvorfor vi afholder
interne danskkurser for ordblinde medarbejdere.
Vi har gennem mange år haft tradition for optagelse af elever/lærlinge til erhvervsuddannelser, hvor
vi tilbyder uddannelses¬forløb af høj kvalitet. Hvert år kommer omkring fire elever/lærlinge igennem
uddannelserne. Denne indsats vil vi styrke i de kommende år.
Sundhed
Hos Vestergaard Company har vi sundhedsfremmende tiltag og træningstilbud til vores medarbejdere. Det er frivilligt at deltage i de tiltag og muligheder, som virksomheden stiller til rådighed. For at
tilskynde en sund livsstil tilbyder vi alle medarbejdere et sundhedstjek hvert andet år. I 2021 deltog 60
% af medarbejderne i et sundhedstjek.
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•

Integrating the working environment as a natural part of the daily life in the entire organization, among
others by means of LEAN boards

•

Strengthening the prevention culture through proactive actions and obtaining better data to
identify risk areas

•

Ensuring a high degree of job satisfaction throughout the company and spreading awareness of
mental health throughout the organization

•

Strengthening the community among colleagues after the pandemic

•

Ensuring a better strategic connection between safety, health and job satisfaction

•

Strengthening efforts with recruitment and high-quality training of trainees/apprentices

CC

Selected activities 2021/2022

ACTIVITIES

RESULTS

REVIEW

The working environment
organization expanded with a
working environment representative
among travelling technicians in
Customer Service

Working environment representative
trained and instructed.
Strengthened handling of the
working environment among
travelling technicians

The working environment
representative contributes to
ensuring a safe and healthy
working environment. Strengthening
of the prevention culture

Working environment on LEAN
boards implemented throughout
the production

Greater involvement and ownership in the work with the working
environment. Action is taken on
the prevention and handling of
working environment tasks

The strategic goal for 2022 is to
anchor the project to a prevention
culture, where everyone
contributes to ensuring a safe
and healthy working community

Support for the company’s
sports and culture clubs

In 2021, 13 activities promoting
job satisfaction and health took
place across the company, totalling 175 participants

The individual clubs arranging
events show great initiative.
Activities contribute to physical
and mental health and to the
community of colleagues across
the company

Continued training

Training in, e.g. handling of electrics
and batteries. Education for salaried
employees and hourly-paid
employees amounted to 8518
hours in 2021

This has created a boost in the
skills of the employees in question.
Retention of employees ensured
despite order decline

Follow-up on the lending of
employees to external companies

Followed up that our up to 20
externally loaned employees have
had a safe working environment

Ensured retention of employees
and contributed to creating security
in a crisis. Strengthened cooperation with external companies
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CASE: GREAT AMBITIONS WITHIN THE APPRENTICE AND TRAINEES AREAS
Over the past 35 years, Vestergaard has achieved proud traditions of educating apprentices and
trainees, and about 100 apprentices and trainees have been trained with us over time. We take
pride in offering high-quality training courses to our trainees and apprentices and thus contribute
to the training of highly skilled craftsmen for the Danish labor market.
To begin with, metalworkers and industrial technicians were trained in our company. As time has
passed, the company has developed from a conventional metal-working company to a modern
industrial company, where the technological development has gathered speed and products have
become increasingly complex. Concurrently with the development of the company as well as the
expansion of production and staff, new fields have opened up. This development means that
Vestergaard has new focussed ambitions within the apprenticeship and trainee area, ensuring skilled
employees for future internal recruitment and the Danish labor market. Our ambitions in the field
consist of several different elements and will be further developed in the coming years.
One of the distinctive features of our ambitions is that we have worked to become approved for more
trainees and apprentices in the educational tracks we already have. At the same time, we have looked
into opportunities in other fields. Our effort has contributed to the fact that we have now been
approved for 31 apprenticeships/traineeships, among others, as metalworker, automation technician,
electrician, IT, and technical designer. At present, there are 14 apprentices/trainees at Vestergaard. It
is our ambition to fill all 31 apprenticeships/traineeships.

CSR

CSR
CSR

CSR
CSR

Oliver and Magnus say that the particular attraction to Vestergaard was the good atmosphere
filled with a sense of humor and cooperation. Oliver elaborates: “There is a flat hierarchy, and you
can make fun of each other, it’s very cool. And you can easily ask for help with something; people are
good at helping each other”.

CC

In addition, they are both impressed by Vestergaard offering physiotherapy, a lunch scheme and
access to a fitness room. Oliver and Magnus also experience that a safe and healthy working
environment is highly prioritized at Vestergaard. They talk about the efficient extraction system
for welding, the aids for better ergonomic working positions and the welding robot that takes over
monotonous welding jobs. Safety shoes and clothing were available from day one.
In conclusion, Oliver and Magnus put into words what characterizes a sound apprenticeship:
A place with care and support, where the company appreciates the apprentice. A place where you a
treated as a human being, and where you can make mistakes, but also learn from your mistakes”.
So the two apprentices have come to the right place here at Vestergaard. In the years to come,
Oliver and Magnus will be part of the development journey, where we will be strengthening the
trainee and apprentice fields.

One of the 14 apprentices/trainees is 20-year-old Oliver. He became an automation technician
apprentice at Vestergaard a month ago, after having completed a few weeks’ internship.
Oliver thinks that an internship before the start of an apprenticeship is a good idea. This allows
both the company and the potential apprentice to have a look at each other before the contract is
signed. 17-year-old Magnus agrees entirely. He has been an intern for a week and shall start later
in the summer as a metalworker apprentice at Vestergaard.
Before his internship, Magnus met with two supervisors from Vestergaard who had participated in
an apprenticeship visit at Roskilde Technical College. Magnus says, “I had seen several of the
apprentices at school wearing shirts with the Vestergaard logo, and my teacher told me that
Vestergaard was a good place to be an apprentice.This is also where Andreas, who previously won the
Danish Championship in Skills, served his apprenticeship”.
Magnus’ first meeting and knowledge of Vestergaard illustrates our strong collaboration with the vocational colleges. Expanding our already good cooperation with the vocational colleges is another element in strengthening the trainee and apprenticeship field. Among other things, it is done by attending
school theme days.
Magnus had two internships on hand. What particularly attracted him about Vestergaard was that
there were better opportunities to go abroad during his education.
The international perspective is another element of our strengthened apprentice/trainee efforts.
Vestergaard is a global company, and therefore we look into the possibility of making exchange
agreements with companies abroad. This can help open up greater perspectives for those who
want it and can be a recruitment parameter for future candidates.
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ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE
Vestergaard Company’s business activities affect the environment and the climate, directly and
indirectly, through our daily operations and the operation of our products. We are determinedly
working to reduce our impact in both areas.
In recent years, we have focused on reducing our use of energy, fossil fuels, water and
waste in connection with our production. Due to the pandemic, the activity level within
		 the company was significantly reduced, which was reflected in our consumption in
recent years.
Energy
In 2021, we started using our newly built production hall. On the roof of the hall, a 200kWp solar cell
system comprising 1,400 m2 of solar panels has been installed. Since its start-up, the solar cell plant
has produced over 200,000 kWh. In addition to the fact that our electricity consumption has dropped
significantly due to, among others, the solar cell plant, the plant has saved us almost 30,000 kg of CO2.
The goal is for the plant to cover about 20% of our current electricity consumption.
Our ambition is to be completely free of natural gas and to replace heating from the original four
natural gas boilers on the premises with a more sustainable energy source. In 2020, we established
another geothermal heating system that allowed us to switch off one of the four natural gas boilers.
In 2022, two more gas boilers will be switched off, whereby we have switched off three of our four
gas boilers. We are considering replacing the fourth and final natural gas boiler as well as an oil
boiler with a second and more climate-friendly heating source in 2022/23.
Our energy consumption per unit produced has doubled since last year. This was, however, solely a
result of a sharply reduced production volume caused by the pandemic. We expect the level to
normalize by next year.
CO2 emission
We have mapped the CO2 emissions from our activities in Denmark. We have decided to focus on
our Danish activities, as the vast majority of our emissions take place in Denmark, and the availability of
data is much better. In the coming years, however, we will include the rest of the group’s companies
and continuously transfer knowledge about climate accounts to our foreign subsidiaries.
The calculation is based on the methodology from the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol. The GHG
categorizes emissions into three groups (scopes): Scope 1 includes direct emissions from activities
within our control. Scope 2 includes indirect emissions from the production of bought electricity
or other energy supply. Scope 3 includes all other indirect emissions occurring in our value chain
in both upward and downward directions.
In 2021, our total estimated CO2 emissions for scopes 1 and 2 were 493 tonnes, of which 83% is
in scope 1, primarily related to diesel for testing our units and natural gas for heating.
In the coming year, we will expand our mapping to include scope 3. In 2022, we have signed up for
“Project Climate-Ready Production Company” to obtain sparring about CO2 climate accounts.

CSR

Water
A reduction in our water consumption remains a strategic focus point for Vestergaard Company. A
CSR
concrete
initiative has been to establish a closed circuit in one of the production halls which
CSR
permits the recycling of process water used to test our products. At the same time, the system
will use the thermic energy in the water to heat the production hall. However, the plant has
not been fully functional all year, and so we have not yet seen the full effect.
Waste
In recent years, Vestergaard Company has improved the separation of waste and has, thus, increased
the recycling rate. We have collaborated with an external advisor to identify possible initiatives
for reducing waste and optimizing waste separation. By third quarter of 2022, the company shall
comply with the new Danish national waste act, which will become effective at the end of 2022.
Based on a mapping of handling and separation of waste made in 2020, work is being done on
several green initiatives. This involves establishing where the waste volumes originate in the
value chain and including several suppliers in this work to reduce future waste volumes jointly.
Objective
•

By 2025, we will have achieved a 70% CO2 reduction in terms of scope 1 emissions compared
to 2019

•

We want to develop our products in a way that will reduce our customers’ environmental footprint

•

We want to reduce and recycle process water used in testing our products.

•

We want to expand the mapping of our CO2 emissions to include scope 3 (the value chain).

•

The solar cell plant will cover about 20% of our current electricity consumption

Selected activities 2021/2022

ACTIVITIES

RESULTS

REVIEW

Initiated measures to turn off two
natural gas boilers in Hall A and the
administration in 2022

Due to external contributors, the
project has been delayed. The
two gas boilers will be turned
off in the second half of 2022

Great satisfaction with launching
initiatives to turn off two more
gas boilers in 2022. This will
contribute to a reduction in CO2
emissions on the premises

Collaboration with an external
advisor to identify possible focus areas. Initiation of several
initiatives to improve waste
separation

We have continuously improved
the separation of waste and
thereby raised the recycling rate

Focus on where the waste
volumes originate in the value
chain, which must form the
basis for reducing waste volumes

With our 2025 strategy, “Growing green”, we have set the ambitious goal that in 2025 we have
achieved a 70% CO2 reduction in scope 1 emissions compared to 2019, which we consider the
latest “normal” year before the pandemic.
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CASE: ON A SUSTAINABLE JOURNEY WITH SUBCONTRACTORS
Vestergaard Company considers sustainability in the entire value chain of our products. We thus
also focus on our subcontractors contributing to the green transition. In the coming years, we will
expand the mapping of our CO2 emissions to include scope 3, including CO2 emissions from our
subcontractors.

CSR
CSR

One of Vestergaard Company’s long-standing subcontractors is Engskov Maskinfabrik A/S, a
small company in Ringsted that produces large, processed items in iron and steel and assists us
with advice on machining and metal constructions. As a subcontractor to Vestergaard, Engskov
Maskinfabrik delivers, among others, the frame construction for the machine room, boom parts
and the boiler for our products.
As a producer of steel items, Engskov Maskinfabrik has already started mapping scope 3 emissions.
With Vestergaard’s ambitions to map this area, it makes sense to examine Engskov closely. Of
Engskov’s total CO2 emissions, scope 3 accounts for approx. 83%, where purchases of steel and
iron make up a considerable part of its climate accounts. Jes Gravesen, CEO of Engskov
Maskinfabrik, says that steel can be recycled many times and offers exciting opportunities for
sustainable solutions in the future.
In addition to supplying high quality, sustainable solutions and green transition are also of great
importance to Engskov Maskinfabrik. According to Jes Gravesen ”… there is a moral obligation in
considering future generations. We must take part in the global responsibility in the green transition.
Vestergaard is among those of our customers who will increasingly demand sustainable solutions
from its subcontractors.”
Engskov Maskinfabrik wants to be ready for the expected pressure and increasing customer demand
in regard to sustainable solutions. Morten Lindgren, CFO of Engskov Maskinfabrik, emphasizes
that focus on sustainability is “a must to be part of the game in relation to customers and what
is in demand”.
Engskov Maskinfabrik also considers the green transition a competitive parameter and a way the
company can attract young people and the future workforce.

FACT BOX: ENGSKOV MASKINFABRIK A/S
Selected sustainable solutions:
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•

Optimization of shipments to customers (including Vestergaard) to reduce emissions

•

Replaced heating oil with heat pumps in selected places

•

Extraction systems installed in the production in 2019 to reuse the heat from welding
fumes for heating in the halls

•

Measures for more climate-friendly shielding gas for welding
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SOUND BUSINESS PRATICES
CSR
CSR
Vestergaard Company strongly disassociates itself from all kind of corruption, including blackmail
and
bribery. This is supported by Vestergaard Company’s Code of Conduct which addresses the company’s
requirements for suppliers, employees, and business partners.

We employ a compliance system to ensure that the company’s agents and distributors act in accordance
with our Code of Conduct. The system builds on annual due diligence based on a risk assessment that
matches the collaborator’s environment. Information about a business partner is, to a large extent, not
publicly available, which is why it comes from the partner for the most part. The documentation will be
approved by Vestergaard’s CEO and Compliance Officer.

CSR

Objective
•

We will continue to work on the compliance system and expand it to include all the company’s
CSR
CSR
present and future agents and distributors.

•

All new agents will automatically be subject to the assessment.

Selected activities 2020/2021

ACTIVITIES

RESULTS

REVIEW

In connection with the compliance system, we conducted an internal risk assessment focusing on
industry risks in the four countries where Vestergaard Company sites are situated. The risk assessments
range from low to medium, depending on the geographic location.

Implementation of the
compliance system

91 % of the company’s agents
and distributors have been
assessed during the past year

Supports our Code of Conduct
and has provided positive
feedback

Vestergaard Company respects and protects the right to privacy and personal data. We have implemented
current legislation on GDPR with a comprehensive information campaign for all employees and training of
all managers handling personal data. We perform an annual internal GDPR audit.

Whistleblower scheme

Whistleblower scheme implemented
in accordance with current legal
requirements

Ensured compliance with
current EU directives
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LOCAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Vestergaard Company is located in the municipality of Lejre and wants to help the municipality
become as strong as possible. We are the largest manufacturing company in the municipality and
operate on the basis that solid collaboration and good relationships create the best framework for
growth in the municipality. Therefore, we try to use local suppliers whenever possible.
Vestergaard Company contributes financially and practically to the local theatre group, Solaris, and
local sports clubs and associations.
We offer year 8 and 9 pupils in the municipality the opportunity to complete internships and the like at
Vestergaard Company. We also propose tours and introductions to the company and our products for the
municipal daycare centres, schools, the DaneAge Association, and other local companies/ associations.
Vestergaard Company always keeps its doors open to the local community. For example, in the past
year, we provided the premises for the large public meeting that was held in connection with the planning
of the Tour de France stage through the municipality of Lejre. We also participate in the planned Tour
folk festival in the community with decoration and festivity for employees and customers on the actual
race day.
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Objective
•

Contribute to a strong municipality by offering a good framework for cooperation and growth

•

Support the local employment efforts

•

Strengthen companies in the local area by using local suppliers whenever possible

•

Ensure awareness of the company and good relationships with residents and thus create
opportunities for future local employment

Selected activities 2020/2021

ACTIVITIES

RESULTS

REVIEW

Company visits

Raised awareness of the company
and good experiences for the
visitors

Always a good idea – both for the
visitors and the employees

Trainees

Raised awareness of the company
and possibly future
employment opportunities

Despite the pandemic, we have
managed to retain physical
access for trainees. Satisfying
number of applications from local
candidates for trainee/apprentice
positions

Land of Legends (Sagnlandet),
corporate sponsorship

Support for local initiatives and
providing good experiences for the
employees

Support the development of the
Land of Legends. Free entry for
employees.

Participation in the local Tour de
France celebration

Support for local initiatives and
providing good experiences for the
employees

Ensure goodwill and awareness
in the local community
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RISK ANALYSIS
VALUE CHAIN
CURRENCY

CSR

KPI CHART
IDENTIFIED RISKS

Part of the company’s revenue is invoiced
in foreign currencies. This means that
result, cash flows and equity are subject
to exchange rate movements in several
currencies.

MANAGEMENT
We do not enter into speculative currency positions.
The company has had a fiscal policy securing significant
exposures.

INDICATOR

Unit

2018

2019

2020

2021

ENERGY
Energy consumption per unit
Own production of energy
% of total consumption of
electricity

mWh
mWh

16.9

16.6

18.5

37.0
159

%

20%

EMISSION

1

COMPLIANCE

Agents and distributors representing Vestergaard in other countries

We employ a compliance system to ensure that the company’s agents and distributors act in accordance with our
Code of Conduct. This includes annual due diligence and
risk assessment approved by Vestergaard’s CEO and CSO

Scope 12
Scope 2
Total emissions

tonnes
tonnes
tonnes

592
150
742

633
122
754

501
95
595

408
85
493

tonnes
tonnes
tonnes
%

98
89
5
97%

115
119
5
98%

98
104
4
98%

51
40
2
97%

38

39

40

52

number

50%

75%

77%

91%

number
number

1
4

3
9

1
7.7

2
13.0

number
%
%
number
scale

301
2.3%
3.8%
n/a
Normal

326
2.9%
7.1%
176 (58%)
High

272
2.4%
31.3%
n/a
High

249
1.7%
10.0%
150 (60%)
High

WASTE
INDUSTRY

The marketability of Vestergaard’s products
to industries other than the aviation industry
is limited. The company is thus dependent on
the industry’s economic development

Focus on consolidation during times of growth

SUPPLIERS

The suppliers’ financial situation

Business agreements concluded with the 20 largest
suppliers with a review of their financial situation before
signing the contracts. In addition, we have more than 400
different suppliers.

Vestergaard’s dependency on few suppliers
Gift policy

All supplier gifts are included in the annual Christmas
lottery for our employees.

Recycling
Exploitation
Disposal
Recovery rate

WATER
Water consumption per unit

m3

COMPLIANCE
Compliance reviews completed

WORKING ENVIRONMENT
SAFETY

WORKFORCE

Accidents are one of the most significant risk
factors within the aviation industry and GSE.
Most accidents in the GSE industry occur in
connection with ground-handling services
taking place in the proximity of the aircraft (in
other words, at the apron)

Vestergaard provides customers with direct training in the
application of our products

Accidents at work3
Lost time injury frequency4

Participation in industry associations and trendsetting
forums, such as SAE G-12, and advocating high standards
and safety

EMPLOYEES

Cyclical fluctuations mean that Vestergaard
employees may be subject to increased
work pressure and uncertainty during
recessions.

In 2018, we launched quarterly job satisfaction surveys,
which helped raise awareness of stress risks and exposed
employees.

Number of employees5
Sickness absenteeism6
Staff turnover7
Health check
Satisfaction score

We continuously conduct follow-ups.

CUSTOMERS

The North American market generates a
significant part of our revenue

Global sales, focus on a diversified customer portfolio
which consists not only of a few major customers but also
of numerous large and small customers distributed geographically across North America, Europe, and Asia

A blend of public and private customers

Our customers are distributed with approx. 70 % private
and 30 % public customers. The trend is an increase in
private customers. Vestergaard is aware of the risk associated with public projects and procurement, and we always
consider the specific situation.

) VCAS uses the Climate Compass to calculate emission scopes 1-2. The comparison years 2018-2020 have been recalculated.
) VCAS service units and company cars are included for all years.
3
) Number of accidents at work with sickness absenteeism reported to the systems of the Danish Labour Market Insurance and Working Environment Authority
(Da: Arbejdsmarkedets Erhvervssikrings og Arbejdstilsynet (EASY)).
4
) Number of accidents per 1,000,000 hours worked.
5
) Number of employees end December.
CSR REPORT
6
) Total absence due to sickness for VCAS, incl. long-term absence due to illness, excl. child’s first sick day.
7)
Number of employees who have left VCAS irrespective of reason/average number of employees throughout the year.
1
2
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